
Murrieta Home Repair Company Offers
Quality Water Damage Repair Services

Murrieta home repair experts, Five Star Restoration, provide tips, tricks, and solutions whenever water

proves a problem for property owners

MURRIETA, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, December 6, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Whether it is a

set of leaky pipes or a full-fledged storm, Murrieta water damage repair specialists at Five Star

Restoration aim to help locals remove water and reconstruct homes. 

In a group of recent articles on its site, the water damage repair specialists in Murrieta,

California, warn homeowners about how deadly water damage can be. 

For example, in Water Damage In A House: The Top Causes, the Murrieta home repair and

reconstruction specialists explain how devastating water damage, no matter how extensive, can

be.

“Water damage in a house is often devastating. It's a problem that needs addressing

immediately, even if the water damage doesn't seem that severe.”

While more minor leaks and signs of water damage may appear and not seem too pressing, Five

Star Restoration warns that even a tiny leak can change how safe a family is in the home. 

“Maybe it's a tiny ceiling leak or as catastrophic as burst pipes. Regardless of the size and scope

of the damage, water damage in a house can cost homeowners thousands of dollars. Extensive

water damage can also present dangerous side effects to their health.”

The Causes Of Water Damage In Murrieta Homes

Where severe storms and flash flooding are apparent causes of significant hazards in the home,

Five Star Restoration explains that everything from constant toilet overflows and clogs to faulty

appliances can start a literal cascade of damage.

Homeowners need to consult storm damage repair experts when the worst comes to pass in the

wake of a particularly rough storm or flood. 

A particularly complex and dangerous cause of home water damage is burst pipes. Sewer pipes

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.team5starrestore.com/post/water-damage-in-a-house-the-top-causes


can burst for numerous reasons. It could happen from a pipe eroding or a nearby tree’s roots

putting pressure on pipes underground. Either way, the homeowner and their families pay the

price. 

Storm Damage Repair In Riverside County

What happens after a homeowner experiences devastating loss after an extreme weather event?

With Five Star Restoration, storm repair services are available.

“Storm damage restoration services help clean up the debris in the aftermath of a violent storm

or extreme weather event. From tsunamis to tornados, storm damage repair is crucial to getting

everyone's lives back on track. These different storm damage repair services are wide and varied

and depend on the disaster.”

Homeowners can readily see and experience burst pipes or damaged walls, but a particularly

subtle danger is unhampered mold growth, especially in the aftermath of water damage. 

“When there's any amount of water or water damage in the home, mold is a genuine and

present danger to the entire family. Even if a home or property remains relatively unscathed,

something as simple as a water leak in the ceiling can spell disaster.”

Five Star Restoration explains that even if the water gets removed from a flooded basement, the

danger of mold is very present.

“Mold spores, mixing with moisture, quickly lead to out-of-control mold growth. And, sometimes,

toxic mold. But luckily, there are a few key ways to tell if a house is toxic or not.”

But, as with repairing water damage in general, Five Star Restoration has an expert team

dedicated to removing mold before it can present as an extreme health hazard. And health

hazards are one of the biggest concerns in terms of unfettered mold growth. Mold growth can

often manifest through uncomfortable and concerning health symptoms like coughing, sneezing,

nausea, and other flu-like symptoms.

“Mold removal experts in Murrieta and the Inland Empire help quash any mold issues on a

property. Homeowners can't afford to let mold grow unchecked, especially in the wake of violent

thunderstorms, flooded basements, or even earthquakes.”

Ways To Prevent Water Damage

But it’s not all hopeless, as Five Star Restoration explains to its clients and Murrieta homeowners.

There are some helpful water damage mitigation efforts that may very well make a massive

difference once a severe storm or burst pipe becomes a problem.

https://www.team5starrestore.com/post/why-you-need-storm-damage-restoration-and-repair-services


Cleaning the gutters, installing sandbags, inspecting the roof for leaks, checking the sump pump,

and even caulking leaks can give homeowners a chance to minimize water damage.

More Information About Five Star Restoration

Founded in 2016, Five Star Restoration comprises a team of dedicated professionals well-versed

in everything from water damage repair to mold removal services in Riverside County. 

While water damage repair is undoubtedly one of Five Star Restoration's biggest focuses, the

team helps homeowners recover from housefires, remove mold, and general home repair and

reconstruction. The Murrieta home repair experts dedicate themselves to ensuring every home

is up to code, whether it’s cleaning up debris or installing smoke alarms for continued safety.

“With Five Star Restoration, homeowners can count on quality water damage cleanup, board-up

services, and much more from our dedicated team. We built our brand upon helping the

community and aim to inform and assist whenever possible. Rain or shine, we offer quality

home repair and restoration services in Murrieta, the Inland Empire, and Northern San Diego.”

For more information about Five Star Restoration and mitigating water damage in Murrieta, call

Five Star Restoration at 951-368-2227.
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